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97 %
4.8/5 overall event rating

Our attendees were very satisfied with:

98%

were very satisfied
with the overall quality
of the speakers, panels,
and discussions

93%

99 %

were very satisfied
with the overall
organization of the event

were very satisfied
with the event
location (Ritz Carlton,
Laguna Niguel)

96 %

overall
networking rating

88 %

90 %

would recommend
this event to a friend
or colleague

are interested in
attending future
CEMC events

98%

overall event
schedule rating

Speakers that were enjoyed the most:

99 %

97 %

97 %

Blake Leeper

Robert's Story
of Entrepreneurship

Brian Lee

Olympic/Paralympic
Games Medalist

Co-Founder of
Legalzoom.com
ShoeDazzle.com
and The Honest Company

Robert Maynard,
Co-Founder and CEO
of SurchX & Co-Founder
of Lifelock

97 %

94 %

92 %

How Professionals
Contribute to the Team

That’s Irrational!
Why Selling To The Logical
Brain Won’t Get Results

Buying Big
Stuff Online

Kenny Aronoff,
World Class Drummer

Scott Painter,
Founder & CEO of Fair

Tim Ash, Bestselling Author

Topics attendees would like covered in future events:
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Disruptive Business Models

64 %

Future Tech & Artificial Intelligence

59 %

Equipment Finance in Blockchain
& Adjacent Markets
Big Data

46 %
38 %
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What did our attendees like most about the

2019 CEMC FINTECH INNOVATION SUMMIT?
Speakers and Content
Appreciated the mix of innovation and with the focus on heavy equipment and finance industries.
Created a vision of what is possible.
Speakers who are passionate about their work with a greater purpose in mind.
Session content not seen and/or available at traditional ('old') structured association conferences.
The wide array of speakers is what I think differentiates this summit from others.
Energizing speakers and an attendee group that was from diverse platforms. It was not the same
conversations with the same people which made for more impactful time spent. Sli.do was awesome too.
Great to have actual questions answered in real-time.
A fresh approach to the issues and good content and delivery from speakers.
Ruly innovative topics and engaging speakers.

Networking

Many of the
right people in
equipment and
equipment
financing that are
good potential
partners for our
business.

The overall
experience was
wonderful.
The atmosphere
encouraged many
to engage and
share philosophies
about success.

I like the intimate
network of
executives.

Community
It was a very inspiring event with amazing views and collection of people. I love
hearing people's stories and how they succeeded and I love listening to how people
disrupted their industry.

Smaller and more
intimate than other
conferences.

Environment to think outside of our normal
day to day routines plus awareness of new
tech initiatives/accomplishments.

